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NOURISHING YOUR BODY AND MIND: THE
POWER OF BALANCED NUTRITION

Discover how mindful living not only enhances
your mental clarity but also elevates your overall
well-being.

CONTENTS
We lay down the groundwork for a lifestyle that's
all about embracing every aspect of your health

Uncover the delicious secrets that balanced
nutrition holds for a life that's not just healthy but
also full of flavour. 

Explore how moving with purpose can infuse your
life with vitality and joy.

Learn the art of ageing with grace.
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Embark on a transformative journey
towards timeless well-being. 

Explore the five guiding principles that will
not only redefine how you age but also

empower you to live each day with wisdom
and a renewed sense of well-being.

L E T ' S  D O  I T !
Go Vita Tanunda xx
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5 PRINCIPLES OF
AGEING WELL &
LIVING FULLY

Welcome to the

Join us on a transformative journey toward
timeless well-being with this insightful
guide. As you delve into the pages ahead,
envision a life where ageing is not a
countdown but a celebration, where each
passing day is an opportunity to embrace
vitality and wisdom. Discover the secrets
to ageing with grace, cultivating a holistic
lifestyle that harmonises mind, body, and
spirit. 

Uncover the principles that will redefine
how you age and empower you to live each
day with renewed well-being. From
embracing active living to nurturing a
balanced mind-body connection, this
ebook is your companion to creating a
thriving life.
 
Let's dive in and rewrite the narrative of
ageing together
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Are you ready to kickstart your journey toward
timeless well-being?

 This chapter is your starting point, where we lay down
the groundwork for a lifestyle that's all about

embracing every aspect of your health.

What you will learn



SETTING THE
FOUNDATION:
EMBRACING A
HOLISTIC LIFESTYLE

Welcome to the starting line! 
In this chapter, we're diving into the core of holistic living, breaking
down the connection between your physical health, mental well-
being, and emotional balance. 
We're not here to complicate things but to simplify and make
healthy choices that feel good. Let's craft a wellness philosophy
that's uniquely yours—like a roadmap designed to keep you moving
toward well-being. And guess what? We're making habits that
stick, forming the stepping stones to a life filled with vitality.

Understanding Holistic Living1.
Learn how your physical, mental, and emotional well-being
are all connected.
It's like having a roadmap that guides you towards making
choices that'll positively impact your entire life.

Tip: Begin with a simple daily reflection. Take a few minutes to
check in with your body, mind, and emotions—building awareness
is the first step toward holistic living.

2. Creating a Personal Wellness Philosophy
Figure out your approach to health that aligns with your
values and dreams.
This is your compass, helping you stay on course by making
choices that keep you on the path to long-term well-being.

Tip: Start by jotting down what well-being means to you. It could
be a few words or a mantra—having a clear philosophy makes it
easier to make choices aligned with your goals.

3. Building Supportive Habits
Form habits that make healthy living a breeze, not a burden.
We're talking about building a relationship with well-being
that lasts, making it a natural part of your lifestyle.

Tip: Pick one small, positive habit to start with. Whether it's a
morning stretch or a mindful moment before bed, small steps
pave the way for big changes. Our 28 Days of Inspiration
Downladable is a great motivator to begin your journey!



YOUR PHILOSOPHY:

Enjoy the process



“WELLNESS IS A
      

OF PATHS: 
 

AND ACTION.”
 - JOSHUA WELCH.

Connection
Knowledge

INSPIRATION

INSPIRATION
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NOURISHING YOUR BODY AND MIND:
THE POWER OF BALANCED NUTRITION

Chapter 2 is all about filling your life with the goodness
that comes from feeding your body and mind right. Get

ready to uncover the delicious secrets that balanced
nutrition holds for a life that's not just healthy but also

full of flavour.

What you will learn



01

02

03

EXPLORING BALANCED NUTRITION

UNDERSTANDING MINDFUL EATING

CREATING SUSTAINABLE EATING HABITS

 In this chapter, we're unravelling the secrets of balanced nutrition—how it's not just about
what you eat but a delicious journey that fuels your entire well-being. It's like giving your
body the VIP treatment, ensuring it gets all the nutrients it needs for a life filled with
boundless energy. And here's a friendly tip: Start by adding a pop of colour to your plate
with a variety of veggies—it's an easy and tasty way to sneak in those essential nutrients.
But it's not just about the food; it's about the experience. We're exploring mindful eating,
turning every meal into a moment to savour, nourishing both your mind and body. Plus,
we're making healthy eating a breeze, forming healthy habits and turning well-being into a
tasty, sustainable lifestyle.

Dive into a world of food that not only powers your body but fuels your
entire well-being.
Treat your body like the VIP it is, giving it the nutrients it craves for a life of
boundless energy.

Tip: Start small by adding a colourful variety of veggies to your plate. It's an easy
and tasty way to get a range of nutrients.

Discover how being present with your meals can supercharge your
relationship with food.
It's more than just eating; it's a moment to savour, nourishing both your
mind and body.

Tip: Put away distractions and really taste your food. Pay attention to flavours,
textures, and how it makes you feel.

Form habits that make healthy eating a breeze, not a chore.
Build a food relationship that stands the test of time, making well-being a
part of your everyday life.

Tip: Prep your snacks and meals in advance. Having healthy options ready to go
makes it easier to stick to nutritious choices. Our Heathy Eating Downloadable
Guide is a must have tool for creating great habits.

NOURISHMENT PARTY 
Welcome to the

GO VITA TANUNDA



Meal Planner

BREAKFAST

MON

TUE

WED

THU

SAT

SUN

FR I

LUNCH D INNER
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Only if you
"YOUR BODY IS A

TEMPLE, BUT 
TREAT IT AS ONE."    
- Astrid Alauda
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MOVING WITH PURPOSE: 
CULTIVATING AN ACTIVE AND VIBRANT LIFE

Chapter 3 is all about dialling up the energy and making
movement a fun and integral part of your journey toward

well-being. Get ready to explore how moving with
purpose can infuse your life with vitality and joy.

What you will learn



Prepare to delve into the world of movement and
vitality as we explore the benefits of active living. 

It's more than exercise; it's infusing every day with
energy, celebrating the remarkable capabilities of
your body.

And it's not merely about going through the motions;
it's about moving mindfully. Connect with your body
and spirit in every movement, transforming exercise
into a holistic experience that nurtures both your
physical and mental well-being.

Let's cultivate exercise habits that seamlessly
integrate into your life, turning them from chores
into rituals you look forward to. Make it  a conscious
decision to honor and care for your body, building a
lifestyle of well-being and vitality.

Consider enhancing your regimen with a collagen
supplement to support your body's natural collagen
production. Collagen is vital for skin health, joint
support, and overall mobility, promoting longevity
and vitality as you age. 
Equally as important, Vitamin D3 plays a crucial role
in supporting bone health, muscle function, and
immune system function, contributing to healthy
aging and active living. By incorporating Vitamin D3
into your routine, you can further support your
body's resilience and mobility, enhancing your
overall well-being and vitality.

Embracing Active Living
Incorporate movement that not only keeps you
fit but infuses every day with vibrancy.
Enjoy a daily dose of happy—it's not just
exercise; it's paying respect to what your body
can do, and knowing the effort is worthwhile.

Tip: Start with activities you genuinely enjoy. Making
movement enjoyable ensures it becomes a sustainable
part of your routine.

Nurturing Mindful Movement
Discover how being present in your
movements enhances not just your body but
your overall well-being.
It's about more than just going through the
motions; it's a way to connect your mind, body,
and spirit.

Tip: Take a moment to check in with your body before
and after movement. Notice how it feels and express
gratitude for what your body can achieve.

Building Consistent Exercise Habits
Form habits that turn exercise from a chore
into a lifestyle you genuinely enjoy.
We're talking about building a relationship with
movement that lasts, making it a natural and
joyful part of your daily life.

Tip: Find a workout buddy or join a class to add a
social element. Connecting with others makes
exercise a fun and engaging experience.

MOVING WITH PURPOSE: CULTIVATING
AN ACTIVE VIBRANT LIFE



SET REALISTIC GOALS

CONSIDER YOUR SCHEDULE

MIX IT UP

LISTEN TO YOUR BODY

Start small and gradually increase the intensity to avoid
burnout, ensuring your fitness journey is sustainable and
enjoyable.

Align your workout routine with your daily schedule to make it
more achievable, whether it's a morning jog or a quick workout
during lunch.

Keep things interesting by incorporating a variety of exercises,
preventing boredom and targeting different muscle groups for
a well-rounded fitness routine.

Pay attention to how your body responds to exercise, and don't
hesitate to adjust your routine if something doesn't feel right,
promoting a safe and enjoyable fitness experience.

FOR ACTIVE LIVING
Checklist 



TAKE CARE OF
  

IT'S THE ONLY
PLACE YOU HAVE 

  - JIM ROHN.

Your Body

To Live

INSPIRATION

INSPIRATION
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MINDFUL LIVING: HARNESSING THE STRENGTH OF
A BALANCED MIND-BODY CONNECTION

Chapter 4 invites you to tap into the incredible power of
a balanced mind-body connection. Get ready to discover
how mindful living not only enhances your mental clarity

but also elevates your overall well-being.

What you will learn



MINDFUL LIVING:
THE POWER OF A
BALANCED MIND-
BODY CONNECTION
Welcome to the journey of mindfulness in
Chapter 4, where we unlock the potential of a
balanced mind-body connection, merging
mental clarity with overall well-being.

Cultivating mindfulness practices is akin to
giving your mind a breath of fresh air, alleviating
stress and fostering a sense of tranquility.

A helpful tip: Begin with small moments of
mindfulness, such as a few deep breaths or a
mindful walk, to seamlessly integrate
mindfulness into your daily routine.

Next, let's delve into emotional well-being,
understanding how thoughts and emotions
intertwine to shape our inner landscape.

It's not just about experiencing a temporary
mood boost; it's about cultivating emotional
resilience that fortifies your well-being.

Did you know that incorporating probiotics into
your routine can support your emotional well-
being alongside mindfulness practices?
Probiotics play a crucial role in maintaining gut
health, which is closely linked to mood
regulation and emotional balance. By nurturing
your gut microbiome, you can enhance your
overall emotional resilience and well-being.

Lastly, we're integrating mind-body techniques
—think yoga or tai chi—a holistic dance of
movement and mindfulness. 

Let's embrace the incredible connection
between mind and body, creating a
synergy that supports your journey toward
well-being.

Cultivating Mindfulness Practices
Immerse yourself in practices that
bring you into the present
moment, reducing stress and
boosting mental well-being.
It's like giving your mind a breath of
fresh air, creating a sense of calm
and clarity.

Tip: Start with simple practices like deep
breathing or mindful walking. These small
moments of mindfulness can have a big
impact on your daily life.

Nurturing Emotional Well-Being
Understand the link between your
thoughts and emotions, nurturing
a positive and resilient mindset.
It's more than just a mood boost;
it's about creating emotional
resilience that supports your
overall well-being.

Tip: Practise gratitude daily. Reflecting on
positive aspects of your life can shift your
focus and contribute to emotional well-
being.

Integrating Mind-Body Techniques
Explore techniques that bridge the
gap between mind and body,
promoting holistic wellness.
It's about recognizing the profound
connection between your mental
and physical health.

Tip: Try practices like yoga or tai chi,
combining movement with mindfulness for
a holistic mind-body experience.

G O  V I T A  T A N U N D A
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JOY AND HAPPINESS. 
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ATTENTIVE,YOU
 

 - THICH NHAT HANH          
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will see it.
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03
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PROJECT NAME : NO. 

MINDFUL MOMENTS
Reflective Journaling Exercise

SET ASIDE DEDICATED TIME
Allocate a few minutes each day for reflective journaling.
Find a quiet, comfortable space free from distractions

WHERE & WHEN?

RECALL MINDFUL EXPERIENCES
Reflect on moments from your day when you felt fully present
and engaged. It could be a simple activity, a conversation, or a
moment in nature.

WHAT WAS IT?

DESCRIBE SENSATIONS AND EMOTIONS
Write down the details of the mindful experience. Describe the
sights, sounds, smells, and emotions associated with that
particular moment.

WRITE:

IDENTIFY MINDFULNESS TRIGGERS
Explore patterns or activities that consistently bring you into a
mindful state. Identify triggers that can help you intentionally
cultivate mindfulness throughout your day.

WHAT’S YOURS?

SET INTENTIONS FOR TOMORROW
Conclude your journaling session by setting intentions for
bringing mindfulness into the next day. Consider specific
activities or practices that align with mindful living.

WHAT, WHEN, HOW?
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Chapter 5 is your go-to manual for gracefully
embracing the journey of getting older. We're talking

about keeping that spark alive through constant
learning and adapting to life's twists and turns. Get

ready to dive into the art of ageing with grace.

What you will learn



AGEING WITH GRACE

PICK UP SOMETHING THAT MAKES YOUR
HEART SKIP A BEAT—WHETHER IT'S A BOOK, 

A HOBBY, OR A FUN ONLINE CLASS. LET
LEARNING BE AN ADVENTURE, NOT A TASK.

Now, let's chat about adapting to changing
needs. Listen to your body's whispers and
adjust your rhythm. It's like saying, "I'm with you
every step of the way." 
A tip here: Your body knows best; pay attention
to its signals. 

Consider adding Sublingual Methyl B12 to your
routine to support cognitive function and
energy levels, essential for vibrant aging.
alongside lifelong learning and mindful
adaptation.

Lastly, we're talking about resilience through
change. 
Think of it as not just weathering storms but
thriving in the face of life's twists and turns. 
Give mindfulness a try — it's like your compass,
helping you navigate life's adventures with a
positive and flexible mindset.

Embracing Lifelong Learning
You can achieve such joy in learning to
keep your mind buzzing with curiosity and
open to new adventures.
It's like adding new colours to your life,
sparking curiosity, and keeping your mind
nimble.

Tip: Find something that excites you. Let
learning be a joyful journey, not a chore.

Adapting to Changing Needs
Tune in to your body, mind, and spirit's
changing needs, and adjust your  regime  
accordingly.
It's about moving with life's ups and
downs, ensuring your well-being thrives
in every stage.

Tip: Listen to your body's whispers and make
adjustments. It's your way of saying, "Hey, I got
you!"

Cultivating Resilience Through Change
Build resilience when life changes,
maintaining a positive and flexible
mindset.
It's more than weathering storms; it's  you
adapting and flourishing in the midst of
change with grace and calm.

Tip: Practise mindfulness to navigate through
life's twists. Ground yourself in the now, building a
resilient mindset for the adventures ahead.

Chapter 5 is your ticket to gracefully navigating
the journey of getting older with style. Lifelong
learning is not a classroom thing—it's about
finding joy in discovering new things.



THE ART OF LIFE
LIES IN A 

 READJUSTMENT
TO OUR 

 
- KAKUZO OKAKURA

Constant

Surroundings.

INSPIRATION

INSPIRATION



REFLECT ON YOUR JOURNEY:
Action: Collect images or words that
represent your ageing journey. Create a
collage on your vision board to visually
capture your reflections.

DEFINE WHAT MATTERS MOST:
Action: Find pictures or symbols
representing your core values. Place them on
the vision board as a constant reminder of
what matters most in your ageing process.

SET POSITIVE INTENTIONS:

EMBRACE LIFELONG LEARNING:

Action: Write down your positive intentions
on colorful cards or small notes. Pin them to
your vision board as a daily affirmation of your
commitment.

Action: Design a section of the vision board
dedicated to lifelong learning. Pin pictures or
symbols of topics you want to explore, serving
as a visual cue to foster curiosity. 

03

05
04

02
01

CREATE AN ACTION PLAN:
 Action: Incorporate visuals of your action
plan on the board. Use icons or drawings to
represent steps related to nutrition, exercise,
mental well-being, and social engagement. 

VISION BOARD
Create Your Ageing With Grace

G O  V I T A  T A N U N D A

LET’S CREATE IT!



CRAFTING YOUR AGEING WITH GRACE 

Crafting your vision board is a simple yet
powerful way to visualize and commit to your
intentional ageing journey.

Materials: 
Gather magazines, scissors, glue, a large poster
board, and markers.

Steps:
Reflect: Take a moment to think about your
ageing journey—lessons learned and the
person you aspire to become.

1.

Define Values: Identify three core values for
your journey. Look for images or words that
align with these values.

2.

Set Intentions: Consider three positive
intentions for your ageing journey—related to
health, joy, or personal growth.

3.

VISION BOARD: QUICK GUIDE

4. Visualize Action: Create a section for your
action plan. Use symbols to represent steps in
nutrition, exercise, and well-being.

5. Embrace Learning: Dedicate a space for
lifelong learning. Pin images or symbols of topics
you want to explore.

6. Assemble: Arrange and glue down your chosen
elements on the poster board.

7. Display: Place your vision board in a visible spot,
like your bedroom or workspace.

8. Regular Revisit: Update your board regularly,
using it as a daily source of inspiration and
commitment.



GET YOUR SUPPORTIVE WELLNESS PACK   GET YOURS NOW  ONCE ONLY OFFER    SAVE $139.80! VITAMIN B12 + VITAMIN D3 + PROBIOTICS + COLLAGEN + FREE GUIDE + DAILY INSPIRATION - SAVE $139.80!

C L A I M  M Y  P A C K  N O W  

Congratulations on completing this transformative
ebook! 

Ready to turn these principles into lifelong habits? 

Elevate your well-being with our exclusive 
Healthy Ageing Wellness Pack, 

Embrace the power of daily motivation, healthy
dietary swaps, and age-supportive supplements

designed for a vibrant life. 
Form new habits  and witness lasting change.

What's Inside Your Wellness Pack:
Our Top Selling Age-Supportive Supplements
Guide to Healthy Dietary Swaps and Guidelines
FREE!! (valued at $47)
Daily Motivational Quotes for Lasting
Inspiration FREE!! (Valued at $37)

That’s $289.80 worth of VALUE 
AVAILABLE TO YOU FOR JUST $150

WHEN YOU TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS OFFER TODAY!

Take the opportunity to age well and live fully! 

TIMELESS
WELL-BEING!
Unlock Your Journey to

www.govitatanunda.com.au

https://central-vitamins.myshopify.com/a/bundles/healthy-ageing-wellness-pack-8naz
https://central-vitamins.myshopify.com/a/bundles/healthy-ageing-wellness-pack-8naz
https://central-vitamins.myshopify.com/a/bundles/healthy-ageing-wellness-pack-8naz
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PETER BALOGH
N A T U R O P A T H  &
B U S I N E S S  C E O

LEE TEUSNER
N A T U R A L  H E A L T H

C O N S U L T A N T
C O - O W N E R

FOR READING
Thank you

G O  V I T A  T A N U N D A

WE HOPE YOUR EXCITED TO TAKE THESE FIRST STEPS ON
YOUR JOURNEY TOWARDS AGEING WELL AND LIVING FULLY!

WE WISH YOU WELL.  


